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THE BELL ROCK

Robert Stevenson, builder of the Bell Rock, the first submerged-in-the-tide lighthouse and 
last  still  standing,  had  assumed his  grandson Robert  Louis  Stevenson would  also  be  an 
engineer. But RLS was lost in books and didn’t like the jaggy granite rock that disappeared 
when the tide came in, or the biting wind, or his life depending on a T-square. 
The Bell Rock lies beyond the Signal Tower Museum and the vanished white cottages of my 
mother’s farthest-back childhood, a mostly invisible reef of great treachery that has wrecked 
many ships trying to navigate the coast. It is thought in the olden days a warning bell was tied 
to the rock, sounding out over the sea to passing ships until it was stolen by a sea-pirate who 
was later poetically killed on the same reef. When Robert Stevenson first landed on the rock, 
his crew found the detritus of many lost vessels in what had been a salvage yard for brave or 
desperate fisherman; a cabin stove, coins, an anchor - lowered too late - a marking iron with 
the letters JAMES, notified to the public as a clue to an unknown shipwreck, a cannon ball 
and bayonet; in total over two hundredweight of metal, some that had to be thrown back into 
the sea. 
Because  the  building  of  any  tower  on  largely  underwater  foundations  had  never  been 
attempted, a special prayer was written for those involved in the building of the Bell Rock 
Lighthouse. 

O  Heavenly  Father  of  the  unknown  and  cold  places.  Thou  art  not  restricted  to  
landlocked cathedrals,  Thou art present  in  the churchless and barren islands,  even  
when our hearts fall  in  the face of rocky adversity.  We promise to  appreciate  your  
wonder in the lichen that cling hard to stone, the grey skies, the freezing salt spray and  
tides  that  overwhelm us.  Grant  that  we may also  cling  onto  life  when the  waters  
submerge the jagged reef each day. Amen.

Robert Stevenson thought ahead to how the finished building would operate. The copper 
signal-ball in the lighthouse observatory would be raised each morning to say All Is Well to 
the  Signal  Tower  (which  would  be  built  as  a  small  complex  of  Regency  style  white 
buildings). In the event of a calamity, such as provisions running low or the keeper becoming 
sick, the ball would be left down at the appointed time, in which case a rescue boat would be 
quickly launched from the harbour. There was a system of  flags and signal balls to relay 
messages, illustrated by hand in the Book of Signals.1 These covered whether it was safe for 
an approaching vessel to land, or if the wind and tides made it too precarious, how to signal  
particular types of distress, unidentified silhouettes on the horizon, a floundering ship or a 
threat of piracy. In addition a list of instructions for the keepers on duty was compiled:

Guarding the lamps for three-hour shifts.
Trimming the wicks through the night.
Tolling the bells continuously day and night in foggy weather.
Moving the lights and bell-hammers by hand when the machinery breaks down.
Cleaning the reflecting apparatus.
Cleaning the balcony and library.
Consulting the Signal Book for instructions when a ship approaches.

1 Still on display in the Signal Tower, now a museum and with an unexplained stint as council housing in between  
times.
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Aiding even strangers in a shipwreck.

Each Sabbath at noon, the keepers would be obliged to gather in full uniform for prayers. The 
flag was to be raised, in days when it would not tear and blow away, and left full-mast until 
sunset. 
As a young man, RLS had been taken around the most desolate parts of the coast to gain his 
apprenticeship  into  the  family trade.  Although  it  was  hoped  he  would  pursue  a  career  in 
engineering,  he was taken only by the romance of far-off barely habitable places and their 
potential for use as settings in adventure stories. He looked down into harbours and saw the 
underwater  gleam  of  diving  apparatus,  longing  to  plunge  into  the  depths.  In  the  bleak 
northernmost  town of  Wick,  his  feet,  back and chest  weighed down with  lead,  he  finally 
climbed down from a diving platform, head crushed under the weight of his helmet, cut off 
from the outside world and powerless to stop the descent. Beneath the surface he floated in a 
dreamy twilight, the weight gone, his  heels lifting so he had to be dragged like a balloon, 
helpless  in  the  current,  marvelling at  the poetry of  the  Pierres  Perdues,  lost  stones  at  the 
foundation,  laughing  impossibly  to  himself  in  his  tiny  pocket  of  air.  He  pondered  the 
incommunicability of the family trade, how to know where to place a breakwater, when to blow 
up a boulder or place a groin. ‘This knowledge cannot be imparted to another,’ his father had 
told him. 
Although he was clearly unsuited to life as an engineer, RLS inherited the Stevenson sense of 
daring, for his grandfather never felt more alive than when gales were screaming in his ears or 
when he was rocked in a stormswept cabin. There was the compulsive horror of barbarous 
places,  villages of wreckers in the Pentland Firth  who stood calmly while  ships struggled, 
waiting to harvest the cargo, islands where people took claret with their porridge and built 
fences from mahogany and maidenheads, memories of Viking raids leaving them emotionless 
when sailors appeared on the horizon. 
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